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The Best Quotes of All Times (Full List) 

Disclaimer: These quotes are from different people from different parts of the world. Authenticity is not guaranteed for any 
these quotes. These quotes are presented because of their thoughtful meanings only. Quality of meanings and good will of 
humankind is the purpose of all of these quotes. No specific interest (including but not limited to political, religious, ethnic, et 
al) is assumed to be promoted by these quotes. The translation of quotes might not be exactly matching the original word 
by word. Some times there is a minute difference for the sake of a better translation. 

 Famous Quotes 

Category 
Item 

# 
Quote by 

q2575 Knowledge is power Francis Bacon 

q2576 The good die first William Wordsworth 

q2577 Hitch your wagon to a star Ralph Waldo Emerson 

q2578 Time is money Benjamin Franklin 

q2579 The child is father of the man.   William Wordsworth  

q2580 The Almighty has his own purposes.  Abraham Lincoln  

q2581 A thing of beauty is a joy forever  John Keats  

q2582 To err is human, to forgive divine.   Alexander Pope  

q2583 God helps them that help themselves.   Benjamin Franklin  

q2584 A little learning is a dangerous thing.   Alexander Pope  

q2585 He that goes a borrowing goes a sorrowing.   Benjamin Franklin  

q2586 There never was a good war or a bad peace.         Benjamin Franklin  

q2587 For fools rush in where angels fear to tread.   Alexander Pope  

q2588 
Never leave that till to-morrow which you can do to-
day 

 Benjamin Franklin  

q2589 
Early to bed and early to rise, Makes a man healthy, 
wealthy, and wise. 

 Benjamin Franklin  

q2590 
Some books are to be tasted, others to be 
swallowed, and some few to be chewed and 
digested.  

 Francis Bacon  

q2591 
Oh, East is East and West is West, and never the 
twain shall meet, Till Earth and Sky stand presently 
at God’s great Judgment Seat. 

 Rudyard Kipling  
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q2592 
You can fool some of the people all of the time, and 
all of the people some of the time, but you can not 
fool all of the people all of the time.  

 Abraham Lincoln  

q2531 “There is no failure except in no longer trying” Elbert Hubbard 

q2532 
“Most of the important things in the world have been 
accomplished by people who have kept on trying 
when there seemed to be no hope at all.” 

Dale Carnegie 

q2533 Affliction Sets the Human Free Omar Khayyam 
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q2534 
“Some give up when they have almost reached the 
goal; while others, on the contrary, obtain a victory 
by exerting, at the last moment”  

Herodotus 
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q2535 
“When you come to the end of your rope, tie a knot 
and hang on.” 

Franklin D. Roosevelt 

q2536 
“If you run you stand a chance of losing, but if you 
don’t run you’ve already lost.”  

Barack Obama 

q2537 

I will plant my hands in the garden  
I will grow, I know, I know, I know  
And the swallows will lay their eggs  
In the hollows of my inky fingers  

Forough Farrokhzad 

q2538 
“Greatest success comes just one step beyond the 
point at which defeat overtakes you.” 

  

q2539 
“Every failure brings with it the seed of an equivalent 
success.”  

Napoleon Hill 

q2540 
“The greatest achievement was, at first, and for a 
time, but a dream.” 

Napoleon Hill 

q2541 
“No one ever is defeated until defeat has been 
accepted as a reality.” 

Napoleon Hill 

q2542 “A Quitter never wins and a winner never quits.”    

q2543 
“Cultivate your desire for success to be greater than 
the fear of failure” 

  

q2544 
“Failure is merely a pitstop between where you 
stand and success. ” 

  

q2545 “Failure allows you to learn the fastest”   

q2546 
Now the ears of my ears are awake, and 
now the eyes of my eyes are opened 

  

q2547 “Failure inspires winners and defeats losers.”   

q2548 “Winning means being unafraid to lose.” Fran Tarkenton 

q2549 
“To be successful you don’t need to do 
extraordinary things, you just need to do ordinary 
things extraordinarily well.” 

Napoleon Hill 

q2550 
“It’s been my observation that most people get 
ahead during the time that others waste.” 

Henry Ford 

q2551 
“Success is not built on success. It’s built on failure. 
It’s built on frustration.” 

Sumner Redstone Chairman 

q2552 
“For every failure, there’s an alternative course of 
action. You just have to find it. ” 

Mary Kay Ash  

q2553 “When you come to a roadblock, take a detour.” Mary Kay Ash  

q2554 
“First they ignore you. Then they laugh at you. Then 
they fight you. Then you win.”  

Mahatma Gandhi 

q2555 “Success is 80% attitude and 20% aptitude.”   

q2556 
“Success in life is the result of good judgment. Good 
judgment is usually the result of experience. 
Experience is usually the result of bad judgment.”  

Anthony Robbins 

q2557 
“Brick walls are there for a reason: they let us prove 
how badly we want things.”  

Randy Pausch 

q2558 “You measure the size of the accomplishment by 
the obstacles you had to overcome to reach your 

Booker T. Washington 
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goals.” 

q2559 
“I’ve failed over and over and over again in my life. 
And that is why I succeed.”  

Michael Jordan 

q2560 
“In order to succeed you must fail, so that you know 
what not to do the next time.”  

 Anthony J. D’Angelo 

q2561 
“As soon as anyone starts telling you to be 
“realistic,” cross that person off your invitation list.”  

John Eliot 

q2562 
“I haven’t failed. I’ve found 10,000 ways that don’t 
work.” 

Thomas Edison 

q2563 
“I can accept failure, everyone fails at something. 
But I can’t accept not trying.”  

Michael Jordan 

q2564 “if you put in the work, the results will come.”  Michael Jordan 

q2565 
“Some people want it to happen, some wish it would 
happen, others make it happen.”  

Michael Jordan 

q2566 “Human being is born to succeed, not fail.”  Henry David Thoreau 

q2567 
Stay hopeful at difficult moments of life, because 
bright rain drops out of black clouds 

  

q2568 
“One’s best success comes after their greatest 
disappointments.”  

Henry Ward Beecher 

q2569 
“Every adversity, every failure, every heartache 
carries with it the seed on an equal or greater 
benefit.”  

Napoleon Hill 

q2570 
“Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever 
achieve greatly.”  

Robert Francis Kennedy 

q2571 
“Nothing in the world can take the place of 
persistence.”  

Calvin Coolidge 

q2572 
"Talent, genius, and education will never do what 
persistence and determination do. " 

  

q2573 
"The slogan ‘press on’ has solved and always will 
solve the problems of the human race.”  

Calvin Coolidge 

q2574 Never give up on a dream   

q2522 “When you move beyond your fear, you feel free.”  Spencer Johnson 

q2523 
“The quicker you let go of old cheese, the sooner 
you find new cheese.”  

Spencer Johnson 

q2524 
“Fear and uncertainty are your compasses toward 
growth.” 

  

q2525 Remember who you are   

q2526 
“Fear is nothing more than a mental monster you 
have created, a negative stream of consciousness” 

Robin Sharma 

q2527 
“If you try, you might get exactly what you want. If 
you don’t, you don’t.” 
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q2528 

“If you’re not willing to risk, you cannot grow. If you 
cannot grow, you cannot be your best. If you cannot 
be your best, you cannot be happy. If you cannot be 
happy, what else is there?” 

Les Brown 
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q2529 
“Confidence is not a guarantee of success, but a 
pattern of thinking that will improve your likelihood of 
success...” 

John Eliot 

q2530 
“The greatest mistake you can make in life is to be 
continually fearing you will make one.” 

Elbert Hubbard 

q2510 “How you think is as important as as what you think”   

q2511 
“The only limits on your life are those that you set 
yourself.” 

  

q2512 God is with us   

q2513 Keep having a strong faith   

q2514 
“Every second you spend thinking about someone 
else’s dreams you take time away from your own.” 

Yogi Ramen 

q2515 
“The quality of your life is determined by the quality 
of your thoughts.” 

  

q2516 
“Between stimulus and response there is a space. 
In that space we choose our response. In our 
response lies our growth and freedom.”  

Viktor Frankl 

q2517 
“Human beings can alter their lives by altering their 
attitudes of mind.” 

William James 

q2518 “What the mind can conceive, it can achieve.” Napoleon Hill 

q2519 
“Whether you think you can or think you can’t – you 
are right.” 

Henry Ford 

q2520 
“A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity; 
An optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.”  

Winston Churchill 
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q2521 

“Watch your thoughts; they become words. Watch 
your words; they become actions. Watch your 
actions; they become habits. Watch your habits; 
they become character. Watch your character; it 
becomes your destiny.” 

Lao-Tze 

q2508 “Peace comes from within. Do not seek it without.” Buddha 
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q2509 
“Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is 
the key to success. If you love what you are doing, 
you will be successful.” 

Albert Schweitzer 
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q2502 

Human beings are members of a whole,  
In creation of one essence and soul.  
If one member is afflicted with pain,  
Other members uneasy will remain.  
If you have no sympathy for human pain,  
The name of human you cannot retain.  

Sa'di 
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q2503 
“Individually, we are one drop. Together, we are an 
ocean.” 

Ryunosuke Satoro 

q2504 The sole meaning of life is to serve humanity. Leo Nikolaevich Tolstoy  

q2505 
“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so 
much.”  

Helen Keller 

q2506 
“The world is perfect as it is, including my desire to 
change it.” 

Ram Dass 

q2507 “Be the change that you want to see in the world.”  Mahatma Gandhi 

q2490 
Love is our prophet's way and attitude, 
we were born by love and love is our mother 

Rumi 

q2491 Love turns thorn into flower   

q2492 
My mother is love, my father is love,  
my profit is love, my God is love, 
I am a child of love, I have come to speak of love 

Rumi 

q2493 
“To say I love you’ one must first be able to say the 
I.”  

Ayn Rand 

q2494 Rumi Poem about Love    

q2495 
“You, as much as anyone in the universe, deserve 
your love and respect.” 

Buddha 

q2496 
Do not plant anything in the garden of heart but the 
flower of love 

  

q2497 
“If one wishes to know love, one must live love, in 
action.”  

Leo Buscaglia 

q2498 
Everything in the name of ...  
My heart is with ...                     
(My) last word is  ... LOVE  

  

q2499 
From the dawn of the creation until the dusk of 
eternity, friendship and kindness have always kept 
their pledge to each other 

  

q2500 You are my mate, my soul, my love, and my heart   
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q2501 
“One does not fall ‘in’ or ‘out’ of love. One grows in 
love.” 

Leo Buscaglia 

q2467 ”Sky is the limit.”   

q2468 
“If what you’re doing is not your passion, you have 
nothing to lose.” 

  

q2469 “Do what you love and the money will follow.” Marsha Sinetar 

q2470 
“The more I want to get something done, the less I 
call it work.” 

Richard Bach 

q2471 
“Don’t ask yourself what the world needs, ask 
yourself what makes you come alive...” 

Howard Thurman 

q2472 
“All our dreams can come true, if we have the 
courage to pursue them.” 

Walt Disney 
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q2473 Once upon a time, …   
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q2474 
“We are all here for some special reason. Stop 
being a prisoner of your past. Become the architect 
of your future.” 

Robin Sharma 

q2475 
“If you have built castles in the air, put foundations 
under them.” 

Henry David Thoreau 

q2476 
“No matter where you are in life right now, no matter 
who you are and how old you are – it is never too 
late to be who you are meant to be. ” 

Esther & Jerry Hicks 

q2477 
"Unless you choose to take action on what you 
want, nothing is ever going to come out of it."  

Esther & Jerry Hicks 

q2478 “If you can dream it, you can make it so.” Belva Davis 

q2479 
“The world makes way for the person who knows 
where to go.” 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 

q2480 
“Your goals are the road maps that guide you and 
show you what is possible for your life.” 

Les Brown 

q2481 
“Make no small plans for they have no power to stir 
the soul.” 

Niccolo Machiavelli 

q2482 
“No dreamer is ever too small; no dream is ever too 
big.” 

Anonymous 

q2483 
“Never let your memories be greater than your 
dreams.” 

Doug Ivester 

q2484 Your character is your destiny    

q2485 
“You got a dream, you gotta protect it. People can’t 
do it, they wanna tell you you can’t do it. If you want 
something, go get it. Period!” 

  

q2486 
“Actualizing of my potential is the most exciting 
adventure of my lifetime.” 

Herbert Otto 

q2487 
“History shows us that the people who end up 
changing the world are always nuts until they are 
right, and then they are geniuses.” 

John Eliot 

q2488 
“You will not do incredible things without an 
incredible dream.” 

John Eliot 

q2489 
“Instead of thinking about what you are going to do 
when you retire, think about how you can do that 
now and make a living from it.” 

  

q2463 Only God can judge me   

q2464 
Possible to live without anyone else, but impossible 
to live without you 

  

q2465 Stay with God   
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q2466 
Oh God;Grant me whatever(you decide) would be 
better for me 

  

q2440 
“There are only two ways to live your life: One is as 
though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though 
everything is a miracle.” 

Albert Einstein 
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q2441 “It is never too late to be what you might have George Eliot 
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been.” 

q2442 “The best way to predict your future is to create it.” Abraham Lincoln 

q2443 
“And in the end, it’s not the years in your life that 
count. It’s the life in your years.” 

Abraham Lincoln 

q2444 Let's start walking and meet in the middle   

q2445 “When one door closes, another opens” Alexander Graham Bell 

q2446 
“If we all did the things we are capable of doing, we 
would literally astound ourselves.” 

Thomas A. Edison 

q2447 
“Your time is limited, don’t waste it living someone 
else’s life.” 

Steve Jobs 

q2448 “Everyone has his own specific mission in life… ” Viktor Frankl 

q2449 
“Your work is to discover your work and then, with 
all your heart, to give yourself to it.” 

Buddha 

q2450 Never regret what once has made you smile    

q2451 
“We must not cease from exploration. And the end 
of all our exploring will be to arrive where we began 
and to know the place for the first time.” 

T. S. Eliot 

q2452 
“Don’t say you don’t have enough time. You have 
exactly the same number of hours per day that were 
given to the most successful people.  

  

q2453 “If not now, then when?”   

q2454 
“We are not human beings having a spiritual 
experience. We are spiritual beings having a human 
experience” 

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 

q2455 
“People often say that motivation doesn’t last. that’s 
why we recommend it daily.” 

Zig Ziglar 

q2456 “Be the change that you want to see in the world.” Mahatma Gandhi 

q2457 
“Change will not come if we wait for some other 
person or some other time. We are the ones we’ve 
been waiting for.” 

Barack Obama 

q2458 “We are the change that we seek.” Barack Obama 

q2459 
“Only those who risk going too far can possibly find 
out how far they can go.” 

T.S. Elliot 

q2460 
“Mediocrity is setting goals you know you can 
achieve. Excellence is setting goals which you might 
not be able to achieve.” 

  

q2461 
"Just by striving for excellence, you will always be 
better than mediocrity." 

  

q2462 
“There is always room in your life for thinking bigger, 
pushing limits and imagining the impossible.” 

Tony Robbins 

 


